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ABSTRACT 

RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) is an algorithm used by modern computers to 
encrypt and decrypt messages. The purpose of the paper is how to produce 
two different keys. This is also called public key cryptography, because one of 
the keys can be given to anyone. In this paper also represent how to separate 
unwanted character by using Linux command. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography technique is one of the principal means to protect information 
security. Not only has it to ensure the information confidential, but also 
provides digital signature, authentication, secret sub-storage, system security 
and other functions. RSA is one of the first public-key cryptosystems and is 
widely used for secure data transmission. 
 

BACKGROUND THEORY 
RSA is an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. Asymmetric means that there 

are two different keys. This is also called public key cryptography, because 
one of the keys can be given to anyone. The other key must be kept private. The 
algorithm is based on the fact that finding the factors of a large composite 

number is difficult: when the integers are prime numbers, the problem is 

called prime factorization. It is also a key pair (public and private key) 
generator. [1] 
 

 
Fig 1 RSA algorithm 

 
1. Getting Plain Text and Public Key 

 Step by step procedure by using public key 
 
1.1 Using Openssl Command 

Open Linux terminal under public.key folder and enter openssl command. 
 
Command: openssl rsa -noout -text -inform PEM -in public.key 
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1.2 Removing unwanted characters 

We get hexadecimal characters by using openssl command. But these characters are not real hexadecimal value. We remove 
unwanted characters and get the real hexadecimal value. 

 
  
1.3 Converting Hexadecimal to Decimal by using Python Program 
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After running this python program, get decimal value 

 
 
1.3 Factorization by using Factor DB Website 

After Factorize decimal value on Factor DB website , get p and q value. 

 
 
According to the result: 
7983218175…43 = 3133337 x 2547832606…39 
Here value p is 3133337 and q is 2547832606…39. 
 
1.4 Using RSA tool Python Program 

Use RSA tool from python program and enter p and q value, then we get priv.pem file. 
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Get private key file. 

 
 
2. Reading Flag (Encrypted File) 

2.1 Open flag.enc file, see base64 format characters that are not real base64 format characters. 

 

 
 
2.2 Remove unwanted characters  

Remove unwanted characters from flag.enc file by using sed command. 
Commands: sed -e ':a;N;$!ba;s/ //g;s/\n//g' flag.enc 
 

 
 
2.3 Decryption with python program 

 Use python program to decrypt base64 characters  
 with private key file. 
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After running Python program, we get the plain text. 
EKO {classic_rsa_challange_is_boring_but_necessary}. 

 
 

Conclusion 

Today, public key encryption and is widely used to secure 
sensitive data, particularly when it is being sent over in 
secure network such as the internet. Therefore, this paper 
describes how to work key generation in cryptography. RSA 
key is a private key based on RSA algorithm. Encryption is 
used for a secure symmetric key exchange that is used for 
actual transmitted data encryption . 
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